
Supermom Diaper Snapshot 2023
As voted by 2,500 mothers across Singapore, Indonesia and Malaysia



Huggies | Drypers | Mamypoko | Merries | Pampers

The average baby requires a diaper change every two to three hours, amounting to 8 – 10 diapers a day and upwards of 8,000 pieces across three years. When it 
comes to selecting diapers for our little ones’ bum, parents look out for comfort of the diaper above all. Supermom Snapshots polled 785 mothers in Singapore to 
find out exactly what parents want in their diaper and what makes them decide that one brand for their baby. 

are willing to try 
another diaper brand and 

60% are enthusiastic about it

is the median spend on diapers 
by parents on a monthly basis

purchase diapers online with 
64% shopping for it on Shopee

Will most likely try 
more than one diaper brand

and 85% are likely to switch if it fits

Friends/Family
Product reviews
Parent recommendations
Hospital/Place of birth
Social Media

Study done with n = 785, Parents with children 0 – 3 years old. Confidential and proprietary of Supermom Not to be distributed without permission



Genki | Huggies | Mamypoko | Molfix | Petpet

The average baby requires a diaper change every two to three hours, amounting to 8 – 10 diapers a day and upwards of 8,000 pieces across three years. When it 
comes to selecting diapers for our little ones’ bum, parents look out for comfort of the diaper above all. Supermom Snapshots polled 831 mothers in Malaysia to find 
out exactly what parents want in their diaper and what makes them decide that one brand for their baby. 

are willing to try 
another diaper brand and 

60% are enthusiastic about it
is the median spend on diapers 
by parents on a monthly basis

purchase diapers online with 
47% shopping for it on Shopee

Will most likely try 
more than one diaper brand

and 82% are likely to switch if it fits

Friends/Family
Product reviews
Social Media
Facebook groups
Parent recommendations

Study done with n = 831, Parents with children 0 – 3 years old. Confidential and proprietary of Supermom Not to be distributed without permission



Mamypoko | Sweety | Merries | Goon | Makuku

The average baby requires a diaper change every two to three hours, amounting to 8 – 10 diapers a day and upwards of 8,000 pieces across three years. When it 
comes to selecting diapers for our little ones’ bum, parents look out for comfort of the diaper above all. Supermom Snapshots polled 886 mothers in Indonesia to find 
out exactly what parents want in their diaper and what makes them decide that one brand for their baby. 

are willing to try 
another diaper brand and 

50% are enthusiastic about it
is the median spend on diapers 
by parents on a monthly basis

purchase diapers online with 
65% shopping for it on Shopee

Will most likely try 
more than one diaper brand

and 84% are likely to switch if it fits

Friends/Family
Product reviews
Social Media
Facebook groups
Parent recommendations

Study done with n = 886, Parents with children 0 – 3 years old. Confidential and proprietary of Supermom Not to be distributed without permission
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